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Introduction 
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(a) Focus: use a lens 

How to enhance optical force ? 

(b) Resonance: use a cavity 

Fabry perot resonator 

d 

r 
~λ/2 

Plasmonic cavity and resonator 

Liu, H. et.al., PRL. 106, 
087401 (2011).  
Marcet, Z. et al. PRL.112, 
045504 (2014). 
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The traditional way to generate optical force is by optical pressure. The optical force is typically small A tightly focused laser beam can produce a strong light intensity gradient around the focal spot, which can beused to trap a small particle. There is another way.  Confining  finite size effect, comparable E field oscillate here so behave like dipole and B field get concentrate in the middle. And the total force uses an exotic fuel to travel in space: Sunbeams. Photons from the sun are captured by large pinwheel structure.https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=86leSyiI8j8



Experiment 

nano structures 

200 nm 

200 nm 

250~750 nm 

d gold 

quartz 

Magnified top view of gold disks array 

Gold coated glass sphere 28.4 µm in diameter 
on the end of a cantilever 

λ=1550 nm 

Designed optical cavity with AFM  
Thickness 
16 nm 
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We do the experiment in the following experimental setup.First we form a cavity between these two surfacesBottom is  Top isLaser bollow  AFM measure the forcewhere m, ω0 and ξ can be measured by the PSD. Note that because of the fluid (air) dynamic interactionsin the cavity gap, ξ will increase with decreasing r when r becomes small30. Therefore, it is importantto accurately measure the PSD as a function of r in the near field region and use Eq. (3) to obtain theforce amplitude Fo.In the DM-AFM, an external oscillatory optical force is applied and information about the cantilever oscillation (amplitude A and phase ) is monitored.



Dynamic mode AFM 
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The power spectrum density (PSD): 

Force sensitivity: AC ~ 0.1 pN 
         
                           DC > 10 pN          
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There is an important thing for AFM is force sensitivity. Normal measure the DC force.We enhance force sensitivity by more than 100 factor by using AC mode.  In this we use lock-in technique to chop the laser intensityAnd use AFM to measure the force at particular frequency.This is harmonic oscillator together with a noise. When the drive is very fast, you can ignore it.If you include the noise, the whole thing.where m, ω0 and ξ can be measured by the PSD. Note that because of the fluid (air) dynamic interactionsin the cavity gap, ξ will increase with decreasing r when r becomes small30. Therefore, it is importantto accurately measure the PSD as a function of r in the near field region and use Eq. (3) to obtain theforce amplitude Fo.In the DM-AFM, an external oscillatory optical force is applied and information about the cantilever oscillation (amplitude A and phase ) is monitored.



Results 

Important variables: 
• disk size d (250~750 nm)  
• the cavity separation r 

approaching receding 

Measured displacement amplitude A and phase delay ϕ. 

λ=1550 nm 
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Previous theoretical studies12,13 have shownthat the cavity resonance occurs when two separate conditions on disk size d and the cavity separation rare satisfied simultaneously. In analogy to a half wavelength dipolar antenna, the single-disk plasmonicresonance can be excited when d is slightly smaller than half a wavelength. At the same time, the valueof r has to be small enough in order to have a strong coupling with high EM energy density stored insidethe cavity. On the other hand, r cannot be too small, as it will reduce the EM energy stored inside thecavity or even short the circuit. Typically, the value of r at the resonance is in the range of tens of nanometers12,13.These two parameters are varied separately in the experiment.



Results 

~ Intensity ~  Transmission  
Normalized displacement amplitude: 

 measured amplitude of pattern with disks diameter 
: measured amplitude of quartz substrate without patt
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Far-field (r>3 μm) amplitude and optical transmission  

Excitation of the plasmonic 
dipole mode of the gold disks. 

λ=1550 nm 

λ=635 nm 

T(
d)

 

Guan, D. et al. Sci. Rep. 5, 16216 (2015). 
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Theminimum value of A′ 1550(d) is ~0.16 at d = 700 nm, which agrees with the numerical calculation of thetransmission coefficient (green diamonds).The transmission minimum is causedby the excitation of the plasmonic dipole mode of the gold disks, whose radius (d = 700 nm) is slightlysmaller than half the wavelength (λ/2 = 775 nm)., the normalized vibration amplitude A′ 635(d) (blue solid triangles)obtained in the same cavity, but with the incident laser being replaced by the alignment red laserof wavelength λ = 635 nm. As mentioned, the red laser does not excite the plasmonic dipoles of the golddisks. This result also confirms that the variations of the measured A′ 1550(d) [and T(d)] are not caused by thechange in area fraction occupied by the periodic array of gold disks on the substrate. Rather, they resultfrom the resonant excitation of plasmonic waves on the patterned surface.



Reduce thermal effects: 
a. minimum power 1 mW 
b. reflective layer on cantilever beam 
c. driving frequency 55 kHz 

Results 

Far-field (r>3 μm) phase delay and thermal effect 

Heat generated from the bottom,  
transfers by thermal diffusion,  
is absorbed by the cantilever beam,  
makes the uneven bending.  

Thermal effects do there ! 
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generate non-uniform thermal expansion and bending along the beamAt nanoscale the heating effect is unavoidable. There is no perfect metal. We are so sensitive and able to detect everything.  Dynamic bending



Results 

Far-field (r>3 μm) phase delay and thermal effect 

Extra thermal force FT  with phase delay φT . 
φT ≈ ωτ0, τ0 is the thermal diffusion time in air. 
Fo(d)  ~ Transmission T(d)  
α=(FT/Fo)T(d)=0.17            Fo ≈ F 

(d)  
(d)  

Guan, D. et al. Sci. Rep. 5, 16216 (2015). 
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=r7NEIThe mainconsequence of the thermal effect in our system is to introduce a phase delay in the AC response of thecantilever without much influence to the measured amplitude of the optical force._C9Yh0\Accompanied with



Results 

Near-field (r<0.5 μm) optical force enhancement 

F’=FoT(625)/T(d) 

Enhancement factor E under the experimental resonant conditions 
with λ=1550 nm, d=567 nm and r=30 nm is E=18. 

Optimized resonance 
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follows the same trend asthat of the simulation curve and in both cases, the maximal enhancement of the induced optical forceoccurs at r = 30 nmPeak is much broader. In realitya curved surface of a sphere rather than an ideally flat supper surface,on the field leakage and the enhancement factor 



Conclusion 

• Develop a sensitive dynamic mode AFM  
     Force: pN, Size: nm, versatile. 
• Construct nano pattern plasmonic  

resonant cavity 
 a. The gold dots diameter d~1/2 λ;  
 b. The cavity separation r.   
• Enhanced optical force in near filed  
      Enhancement factor ~18. 
• Thermal effect is unavoidable  Guan, D. et al. Sci. Rep. 5, 16216 (2015). 
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For nano device thermal is unavoidable , even with maximum experimental effort. More theory is needed to model the coupled effects.  
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